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Correspondent in Portugal 

Going on the hard & hard labour 

 

t anchor near Culatra it was an easy option to check out the shipyard in Faro, a place for 

hauling out. The crew went by dinghy to Olhão and from there an 11 minute train ride 

brought them to Faro. 

 

The yard Nave Pegos or commonly known as 

“Bruce Yard”, is only 10 minutes away from the 

train station in Faro. The yard looked well 

maintained and clean, enough space between 

boats to work, while water and electricity were 

nearby the parked boats. 

 

Facilities as toilet, showers and washing 

machines are available to make life easy during 

the hard work while the staff is very helpful and 

friendly. 

The channel to get to the yard is narrow and 

shallow. The last couple of meters is extremely 

shallow. To pass this specific part with 

Zeezwaluw with her draft of 2.1 m is only 

possible at spring high-tide with a rising of at 

least 3.1 m. So Bruce, the owner checks the 

tidal calendar of Faro. At September 24, the 

rising is 3.2 m so the crew will be able to sail all 

the way to the yard, during high tide. 

Zeezwaluw ought to be at buoy 23 at 3 P.M. 

Bruce will be there waiting with his little boat 

to pilot Zeezwaluw the last tricky part (without 

buoys) to the yard. 

 

All went as arranged nevertheless it was a scary 

adventure due to the strong current in the 

channel during spring tide! Some parts were not 

wider as 10m while the depth sounder showed 

mostly around 3.8 m and once 2.6 m. So enough 

water to float but hardly space to turn if……. 

 

Once underneath the travel lift, the staff 

quickly placed the straps underneath 

Zeezwaluw´ belly. As soon as they were in place 

Zeezwaluw was lifted. The bottom was full of 

grow after 3 years in the water and not easy to clean even with high pressure equipment. 

Consequently the first night the crew had to sleep at Zeezwaluw still hanging in the travel lift. 

Great view though! 

 

The next morning, during the last part of the pressure wash, we enjoyed our coffee on a small 

bench with an astonishing view over the marshland now exposed by the low tide. With so many 

birds (even spoonbills) foraging in the early morning sun. The start of our docking period could 

not have been better. 

Too soon Zeezwaluw was positioned at her temporarily location in the yard. It’s time for the 

crew to get to work. 

A 

http://navepegos.com/aboutus-navepegos.html
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ell, work has to wait for a day or two longer for family arrived in a camper van. 

Marianne and Rob and their little dog having their 6-week holiday, came to visit 

Zeezwaluw crew. 

 

The CV was allowed to stay on the 

yard during their visit so we had a 

great time together. The second day 

was a bit of work and a bit of 

pleasure. First wed drove to Quelves 

to fill up the gas bottle which was a 

success. 

 

Thereafter the four of us had a 

great lunch in a nice restaurant in 

Faro. Because they have outside 

tables the little dog could go with us. 

We choose different kinds of fish 

with Portuguese stuffed potatoes and 

a kebab with French fries and also a healthy salad of course. Even the wine was excellent. After 

two days our visitors left us. No excuse for postponing the work any longer. 

 

To our surprise a Dutch fellow sailor we knew from Las Palmas, came into the yard as well. Nice 

company we thought, but 

he flew home the next 

day! To be honest, too 

much fun won’t get the 

hard work done. 

 

So at the moment the 

crew is very busy with 

stripping down all the 

coats of anti-fouling, 

which turned out to be 

extremely difficult due to 

a sticky coat somewhere in 

the middle of the 9 coats! 

The paper of the sanding machine does not like it, after a minute it’s full with the sticky old 

paint. 

 

Therefore the crew is working a three-step approach; electrical scraping to remove the top 

coats, thereafter washing and cleaning the sticky coat with a scotch brite sponge before sanding 

the last coats. This system works but daily progress is very slow! 
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